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Abstract: The author's decomposition method using his A n polynomials for the nonlinearities has been shown to apply 
to wide classes of nonlinear (or nonlinear stochastic) operator equations providing a computable, accurate solution 
which converges rapidly. In computation the above is sufficient for a rapid test of convergence r gion: 
Discussion 
The author has shown in [1], and many papers referenced therein that the decomposition 
method provides easily computed solutions to nonlinear differential equations (and in [2,3,5] to 
much wider classes of equations) with many advantages over perturbative, linearizing, hierarchy 
and closure approximation, Newton's methods, Picard methods, finite differences, etc., with 
solutions converging to an accurate answer [4] in remarkably few terms. This being the case, we 
can examine radius of convergence very simply indeed. As an example, consider the equation 
y '=yE-y (x ) ,  y(0)=2.  
The solution is 2/(2 - e x) which is singular at x = In 2. By decomposition we write 
y =y(0) -L - ly  + L - t~A, ,  
Y0 --2, Yl -- -L - lyo+L- :Ao,  
Y2 = -L - lY l  + L-1A1 . . . . .  Y,,+: = - L - tY ,  + L-1A,, • 
The A, ( y 2 ) are given by 
A0 =y2,  A1 = 2y0Yt, 
A2 =y2 + 2y0y2, A 3 = 2yty 2 + 2y0y 3, etc.. 
Thus Y0 = 2, Yt = 2x, Y2 = 3x2, etc., so that 
y -- 2 + 2x + 3x 2 + • • • . 
To verify the solution, taking only two terms Y0 +Yl = 2 + 2x, y2 = (2 + 2x) 2 ------- 4 + 8x and 
Y' = (Yo +Yx +Y2)' = 2 + 6x which gives us y '  _y2  _y .  Verifying with three terms, y = 2 + 2x 
+ 3x 2, y' = 2 + 6x + 13x 2, y2 = 4 + 8x + 16x 2 + - • • or 2 + 6x + 13x 2 = 4 + 8x + 16x 2 - 2 - 
2x - 3x 2 which checks. 
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If we take lY2/Yl[ we have 3Ix I < 1 for convergence so Ixl < 0.67 as an approximation.  Let's 
take this a little further by f inding more terms, i.e., a better approximat ion 
y3 = - L - 'y  2 + L - 'A2= -L - ' [3x  2] + L - l [y  2 + 2y0Y2] 
=_x3+L- I [4x2+2 . 2.3x  2] = _x3+~x3+4x 3 = .-]--'~13-3 
or y = 2 + 2x + 3x 2 + ~x 3 + . . - .  We note that lYa/Y21 = [~x3/3x21 < 1 yields x < 0.69. Com- 
put ing Y4, 
y ,= -L - ly3  + L-1A3= - L - ' [~x  3] + L- l [2yly2 + 2y0Y3 ]
=-L-'[~x3]+L-'[2"2x'3x2+2"2"~}x3]=-'3's~:, + 3x 4 + ~x '= ~-~7'-4. 
Nowy = 2 + 2x + 3x 2 + w.x + i~x and ~.~ + -- < 1 or x < 0.693 (or In 2). Thus we obtain 
the decomposit ion series for x < In 2. If we take a value in the convergent region, say x = 0.1, 
y = 2 + 0.2 + 0.03 + 0.0039 + • • • which is computed to the accuracy needed. 
If we consider the equat ion dy/dx  = x 2 + yZ, y(0) = 1, decomposit ion solution yields y =Y0 + 
L -  ~F.A, with 
Y0 =y(0)  + L - ix  2, Yl = L-1Ao, Y2 = L-1A1, etc. 
with A 0 =):2, A~ = 2yoy 1, A 2 =y2 + 2Y0),2,2. so 
y=l+x+x2+]x3+ - . - .  
lY3/y21 < 1 means x < 4 a. We would get a better value with a few more terms. Taking a value in 
this region, say 0.4 
y=1+0.4+0.16+0.048+ . - .  ---1.608. 
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